Offering Overview

Accelerate your business with
SAP in the Azure cloud
DXC Platform as a Service
for SAP on Azure
Benefits
• Ensure flawless management of
critical SAP landscapes.
• Accelerate responses to
business requests from weeks
to hours.
• Reduce costs by 35 percent or
more.
• Protect and secure your
activities with SLAs and disaster
recovery at the SAP application
level.

DXC Technology and SAP
• 25+ years of experience
supporting SAP environments
across industries
• Support for 500 enterprise
SAP clients and 16 million SAP
named users
• SAP Global Partner and No.
1 partner for SAP HANA in the
cloud
• Microsoft Gold Partner,
Certified Microsoft Cloud
Solution Provider (CSP)

Rapidly transform your IT environment with faster onboarding
and provisioning, swifter migrations and more reliable, lower-cost
operations.
With the advent of the digital enterprise,
businesses need to be able to rapidly
respond to shifting business demands
and deliver an “always on” capability to
ensure continuous operations.
Many large enterprises rely on SAP
applications to drive the core functions
of their business, and they support
these applications on costly, dedicated
resources that are less than agile.
This makes it hard to adopt advances
embodied in newer SAP solutions, such
as S/4HANA. Migrating to the cloud
delivers efficiency and flexibility with
no downtime.
DXC Technology is the first company
to provide a full-stack, managed cloud
service for SAP, with a comprehensive
on-demand solution from the
infrastructure layer to the application
platform-as-a-service layer.
DXC Platform as a Service for SAP on
Azure delivers SAP resource management
capabilities based on market-leading
automation, simplified operational
processes and enterprise-grade
reliability. This service enables the rapid
creation and ramp-up or ramp-down
of SAP landscapes through copy/clone
capabilities. Customers are able to scale
SAP capacity as the market demands,
supported by SLAs and disaster recovery
at the SAP application level.

Simplified operations
DXC PaaS for SAP on Azure provides
seamless integration of SAP landscapes
and swifter migration to Azure, while
protecting your business from downtime
and lost revenue. This consumptionbased service provides high scalability,
maximum flexibility and improved
business resiliency, and it also simplifies
operations across the full stack — from
the Azure infrastructure up through the
application management layer.
This service reduces IT response times
from weeks or days to hours and
minutes, removing long lead times
to provision dedicated high-cost
environments. Get predefined SAP
landscapes on demand or on schedule to
accelerate your speed to value by
30 percent.
With PaaS for SAP on Azure, you get
on-demand, high-availability service,
superior operational security, stability
and business continuity to ensure
compliance with data sovereignty,
residency and regulatory requirements.
This one-stop service can also include
DXC Azure infrastructure as a service
(IaaS) resell and account management.
DXC offers:
• Industry-leading innovation. Enable
unprecedented SAP Landscape
management acceleration and
automation.
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• Always-on capabilities. Unlike other
providers, DXC provisions, manages
and monitors the entire SAP IT stack
and provides SLAs and disaster
recovery at the application level.
• Enterprise-grade service delivery.
PaaS for SAP on Azure is built on the
knowledge and experience DXC has
accumulated over more than 25 years
of deploying, running and managing
SAP applications and infrastructures.
With more than 16,000 SAP
professionals, 9,000 accredited Azure
staff members and 800 Azure certified
professionals, DXC has a strong base
to innovate and deliver exceptional
PaaS for SAP services.
• Consumption-based pricing. You
pay for only what you use, ensuring
high flexibility and cost control.
• Accelerate project delivery. Fasttrack key business initiatives such
as mergers and acquisitions and S4
migrations with proven migration
services and rapid-provisioning
options to deploy and replicate SAP
environments. DXC provides endto-end support for the latest SAP
environments and SAP S/4HANA.
Benefit from an improved user
experience through automatic detectand-correct features, resulting in up to
50 percent fewer help desk tickets.
DXC PaaS for SAP on Azure delivers
managed SAP in a secure, costoptimized, managed cloud service. With
it, you reduce the high cost of SAPskilled IT resources, and gain dynamic
cloud scalability. This service delivers:
• Just-in-time provisioning of SAP
resources, including Start, Stop,

Suspend and Resume, on a complete
SAP IT stack with one click.
• A single point of accountability for
Azure cloud and DXC managed services
that allows you to adapt your SAP
environment to accommodate peak
demand periods and avoid having idle
assets. You also can accelerate SAP
application copy, clone, refresh and
resize capabilities.
• Nonstop business, including SAP
Basis and Database management
underpinned by high availability SLAs
and disaster recovery options
• Compliance with industry security best
practices and encryption for data at
rest and in transit. We help you meet
sovereignty and residency requirements
through in-country data hosting by a
managed cloud center nearest to your
location.
• Support for the latest SAP technologies
and monitoring tools for SAP ERP
Central Component (SAP ECC), and
SAP S/4 for HANA and non-HANA
databases
Get started today
Get started today with a rapid diagnostic
assessment of your SAP landscape and
current mode of operations.
Contact us at www.dxc.technology/
contact_us to find out how you can gain
a competitive advantage and accelerate
your journey to a digital business with
Platform as a Service for SAP on Azure.

Learn more at
www.dxc.technology/
SAPonAzure
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